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QUESTION 1

"The Louvre is the most well-known museum in Paris. It is the current home of the Mona Lisa." 

What is the antecedent in these sentences? 

A. home 

B. Paris 

C. Mona Lisa 

D. The Louvre 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A positive environment leads to great employee satisfaction whereas negative one mars employee performance. 

A. leads to great employee satisfaction whereas negative 

B. leads to greater employee satisfaction whereas negative 

C. leads to greatest employee satisfaction whereas negative 

D. leads to grater employee satisfaction whereas negative 

E. leads to be great employee satisfaction whereas negative 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Correct the flaws in this sentence. 

"Christine\\'s three dog eat a lot of food. It consumes two bags per week." 

A. Christine\\'s dogs eats a lot of food. They consume two bags per week. 

B. Christine\\'s three dogs eat a lot of food. They consume two bags per week. 

C. Christine\\'s three dog ate a lot of food. It consumes two bags per week. 

D. Christine\\'s three dogs ate a lot of food. It consume two bags per week. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Some of the perpetrators even foul mouth the voters and asked them to leave. 

A. even may be foulmouthed the voters and asked them to leave. 

B. even foulmouthed the voters and asked them to leave. 

C. even foul mouths the voters and asked them to leave. 

D. even will foul mouth the voters and asked them to leave. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

"Adelaide and Maddie were eager to go to the party, sisters and best friends." 

How should this sentence be rearranged to improve clarity? 

A. Sisters Adelaide and Maddie and best friends were eager to go to the party. 

B. Best friends and sisters were Adelaide and Maddie, eager to go to the party. 

C. Eager to go to the party were best friends Adelaide and Maddie, and sisters. 

D. Adelaide and Maddie, sisters and best friends, were eager to go to the party. 

Correct Answer: D 
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